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Abstract— Human-Robot interaction brings new challenges
to motion planning. The human, who is generally considered as
an obstacle for the robot, needs to be considered as a separate
entity that has a position, a posture, a field of view and an
activity. These properties can be represented as new constraints
to the motion generation mechanisms.
In this paper we present three human related constraints to
the motion planning for object hand over scenarios. We also
describe a new planning method to consider these constraints.
The resulting system automatically computes where the object
should be transferred to the human, and the motion of the
whole robot considering human’s comfort.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human safety becomes more and more crucial with robots
entering in our daily lives. Robots and humans working
together in cooperation can accomplish more sophisticated
tasks beneficing from the combined power and precision of
the robot and of the reasoning and problem solving power
of the human. This symbiotic relationship will bring new
problems and challenges to the robotics research.
Clearly, in an environment where robots and humans work
together, robot behaviors need to take explicitly into account
the presence of humans. The physical hardware as well as
software components of the robot need to be designed by
considering human’s safety [1][2]. Besides ensuring safety
in robot hardware with compliant designs [3][4], the motions
of the robot need to be “planned” in a “human-aware” way.
The need for considering the human presence in motion
plans has been established through several user studies
(e.g. [5][6][7]). In particular, for manipulation tasks such as
object fetch-and-carry, studies have shown the importance
of approach directions [8], human-robot distances [9] and
the simultaneous motion of robot parts [9]. Koay et al. [10]
conducted a detailed user study investigating the spatial
relation between a human and a robot in an object handover task. This study has provided a number of metrics and
has underlined the importance of coordinating robot lower
and upper body motions.
In previous work [11][12], we have presented a motion
planner that explicitly takes into account human-robot constraints (e.g. their relative distance, the human’s field of
view and posture) to synthesize navigation and manipulation motions. This planner was based on human-robot user
studies [10][13], as well as on existing human-human space
sharing theories [14]. The proposed method was the first
one to investigate a “planning” approach to the problem of
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Fig. 1.

An example scenario of a Human-Robot object hand-over task

human-robot intelligent space sharing. HRI constraints were
represented through cost functions depending respectively on
the human kinematic model, field of view and accessibility.
This representation of the problem led to costmaps defined
over the workspace. Motion planning was solved using grid
search techniques for planning object motions, and inverse
kinematics to adapt the robot to follow the object path. While
this approach is sufficient in an uncluttered environment
where strong workspace constraints are absent, it may fail
in a highly constraint scenario.
In this paper we present refinements of the previous
costmap representations and their use by more sophisticated
sampling-based planning methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
motivation that led to model the HRI constraints as costmaps.
Each criterion is detailed and its impact on the output trajectory is sketched in an object hand-over scenario. Section III
describes a planning method and an optimization method
adapted to costmaps. Section IV presents the results of the
complete planner by combining the elementary costmaps in
a unified framework. Finally, Section V concludes the paper
by discussing the results and giving perspectives.
II. M OTION IN H UMAN P RESENCE
The presence of humans in the robot workspace brings
new constraints to navigation and manipulation planning
because of the close physical interaction with the human.
In our previous work [11][12], we have presented a
navigation and manipulation planner that considers a number
of HRI constraints. Planning with these constraints results in
a safe, legible and socially acceptable robot behavior. In this

work, three of these constraints, namely safety, visibility and
arm comfort, have been taken into account and refined. These
constraints can be considered as examples of a broad variety
of Human-Robot Interaction properties that can be taken be
considered in the design of robot’s reasoning capabilities.
We model these interaction constraints as costmaps attached to the human partner and which evaluate the surrounding space. A cost function represents each constraint
by evaluating the quality of 3D points in the workspace of
the human. These costmaps are then used in the planning
method to generate complete robot motion plans.
A. Distance Constraint
The first constraint, called distance constraint, mainly focuses on ensuring the safety of the interaction by controlling
the distance between the hand of the robot and the human.
This property is represented by a costmap evaluating the risk
to place over the hand of the robot at a given position.
The goal of this costmsp is to push the robot sufficiently
far to avoid any collision risks. However in situations requiring close interaction (e.g. handing over an object), the robot
has to approach the person whom it wants to interact with.
Therefore, the distance between the robot and the human is
neither uniform nor fixed and depends on the interaction.
The feeling of safety is highly dependent on the humans
personality, his physical capabilities and his actual states; for
example, safety differs highly in a sitting position compared
to standing. When the human is sitting, his mobility is
reduced and he tends to have a low tolerance to the robot
getting close. On the contrary, when standing up he has a
higher mobility, thus allowing the robot to come closer.
The distance costmap is a human centered Gaussian in
which each point of the workspace has a cost inversely
proportional to the distance to the human. Therefore the
farther a point is situated from the human, the lesser its cost
will be until some maximal distance at which it becomes null.
Figure 2 illustrates the Distance costmap around the human’s
torso. As seen in this figure, costs become less important
when going farther from the human.
As distance costs grow when approaching to the human,
planning a motion according to this function will result on
a motion where the robot tries to stay as far as possible to
the human. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of this property
on the robot motions. Given an initial position (Fig.3(a))
and a final position (Fig.3(c)), the figure compares a path
computed using a standard planner not considering HRI constraints (Fig.3(b)) with a path generated by our planner (see
section III) taking into account the distance costs (Fig.3(d)).
From a pure safety point of view, the resulting new path
pushes the robot farther from the human and causes a safer
behavior.
B. Visibility constraint
The second constraint aims to maintain the robot as visible
as possible to the human. Humans, who have the robot in
their field of view, generally feel more comfortable. This
property is represented by costs, called Visibility costmap,

Fig. 2. The Distance constraint is modeled by a spherical costmap. For
a better illustration the sphere is cut horizontally. Red points having the
highest costs and green points the lowest, this function evaluates a position
around the human according to the distance between the robot and the
human’s torso.

(a) Initial Robot Position

(b) Motion generated by a standard method.
(c) Target Robot Position

(d) Motion generated by taking into account Distance
cost.
Fig. 3. A comparison between a motion generated by a standard planner
and another one generated by considering the Distance constraint. With the
help of this costmap the robot moves the object sufficiently far from the
human while going to the desired position.

evaluating a 3D point around the human according to its
place in human’s field of view. This function generates a

costmap around the human representing the effort required
by the human to get the robot in his field of view. Figure 4
shows an example of visibility costmap. The greater the
effort of the human is required to see a point, the greater
the cost of that point will be.
(a) Initial Robot Position

(b) Motion generated by a standard method.

(c) Target Robot Position

Fig. 4. The Visibility property and its representation as a costmap. The
greater the effort of the human is required to see a point, the greater the
cost of that point will be.

If we generate a path for the hand of the robot considering
the visibility costs, the resulting path will be as visible as
possible to the human. Such a path is illustrated in figure 5
along with a comparison to a path planned with RRT method.
C. Comfort costraint
The third constraint represents the comfort of the human.
An important property to consider for evaluating a point in
the environment is its level of accessibility. Depending on
the position of the human hand, the position of the object
can be hard, or impossible to reach. For a robot that interacts
with a person this property is crucial to take into account,
especially in object hand over scenarios, since the interaction
should be comfortable and not physically challenging for the
human.
We represent this property with a costmap modeling how
much effort the human does to reach a certain point in the
environment. A point around the range of human arm is
reached by Generalized Inverse Kinematics algorithm [15],
[16] by moving the arm and the torso of the human. The
resulting posture is then evaluated by its comfort [17]. The
comfort is estimated with two functions. The first function
computes a joint angle distance from a resting posture to the
actual posture and the second one considers the potential
energy of the arm by measuring the height of the arm
and forearm. A weighted sum is applied to merge both
cost functions and to compute the final comfort cost of the
posture. These cost functions favor comfortable and natural
posture.
Figure 6 illustrates examples of reaching postures ordered
by their comfort levels from left to right. The difference of

(d) Motion generated by taking into account Visibility
cost.
Fig. 5. A comparison between a motion generated by a standard planner
and another one generated by considering the Visibility cost. The center of
human’s field of view is illustrated with the blue line. With the help of this
cost function the robot moves the object in a way that it stays as visible as
possible to the human. Meanwhile the standard planning method generates
a direct yet “risky” motion without considering where the human is looking
at.

comfort is clearly visible between the leftmost image where
the human reaches a point around his hand, and the rightmost
image where the human forces his kinematic structure to
reach a point near his back.

Fig. 6. Reaching postures for the human ordered from a comfortable (left)
to a less comfortable (right) position.

Figure 7 illustrates a costmap built around the human
representing the comfort of human’s left arm. As the energy
increases, the effort also increases to reach higher positions.
The positions requiring a minimal effort are evaluated as

most comfortable.

(a) Initial Robot Position

(b) Motion generated by a standard method.

(c) Target Robot Position
Fig. 7.

The arm comfort costmap for the left arm of the human.

The comfort constraint is used to generate robot motions
where the end effector maintains the object at positions as
comfortable as possible for human grasp. Figure 8 illustrates
the effect of this constraint in the motions of the robot. Given
an initial (Fig. 8(a)) and a goal (Fig. 8(c)) configuration, a
comparison is given between a motion planned by a standard
planner (Fig. 8(b)) and a motion planned by taking into
account the comfort constraint (Fig. 8(d)). In the latter case,
the robot moves the object in a way that the human has
always the possibility to reach the object in a comfortable
way.
III. P LANNING HAND OVER MOTIONS
A. Computing a transfer point
For object hand over tasks, an important property to
consider is the place where the object will be passed from
the robot to the human. This point needs to be chosen by
considering all the properties presented above in order to be
safe, visible and comfortable.
In order to compute the most suitable place for the object
transfer, namely Object Transfer Point, a weighted sum of
all three costmaps is calculated. This new costmap evaluates
the points around the human according to their distance,
visibility and reachability to the human. A search to find
the less costly point in this costmap, considering feasibility
with respect to obstacles and robot kinematics, is used to
generate the Object Transfer Point, the place where the robot
will carry the object.
B. Planning on configuration space
1) Path planning: Several approaches have been proposed
to extend sampling-based algorithms for computing goodquality paths with respect to cost functions. In particular,
RRT variants [18], [19], [20] have been introduced in the
context of field robotics. In this work, we apply a more
general algorithm, called T-RRT [21], briefly explained below. This section also presents a new method for local
optimization of the solution through a post-processing phase

(d) Motion generated by taking into account Comfort
cost.
Fig. 8. A comparison between motion generated by a standard planner
and another one generated by taking into account Comfort cost. In the latter
case, the robot moves the object in a way that the human has always the
possibility to reach the object in a comfortable way.

that can handle a general cost function defined over the
configuration space [22].
As the constraints described in section II are represented
by costmaps, they are perfectly suitable for the T-RRT planning algorithm. Distance, visibility and comfort costmaps are
merged together with a weighted sum as follows:
c(h, q) =

N
X

wi ci (h, F K(q)),

i=1

where q is a configuration and FK the robot’s forward
kinematics function.
The T-RRT algorithm [21] takes advantage of the performance of two methods. First, it benefits from the exploratory
strength of RRT-like planners resulting from their expansion
bias toward large Voronoi regions of the space. Additionally,
it integrates features of stochastic optimization methods,
which apply transition tests to accept or reject potential
states. It makes the search follow valleys and saddle points
of the cost-space in order to compute low-cost solution paths
(see Figure 9). This planning process leads to solution paths
with low value of the integral of cost regarding the input
costmap landscape.

Similarly to the Extend version of the basic RRT algorithm
[23], a configuration is randomly sampled. It yields both the
nearest tree node to be extended, and the extension direction.
This stage also integrates collision detections in the presence
of binary obstacles. Thus, if the new portion of the path
leads to a collision, a null configuration is returned and the
extension fails independently of the associated costs. This
extension process ensures the bias toward unexplored free
regions of the space. In the second stage irrelevant configurations regarding the search of low cost paths are filtered
using a transition test similar to the one used in stochastic
optimization methodsbefore inserting a new configuration in
the tree.

position of the object (Object transfer point) is automatically computed by the planner. As the three constraints are
considered during this computation, the resulting position is
already safe, visible and comfortable to reach by the human,
and will be used as the target configuration (Fig. 11(b)).
Figure 11(b) illustrates a path generated by a classical
motion planner. The robot follows a direct path without
considering any constraints on human. On the other hand,
the solution obtained by our human-aware planner has interesting properties (Fig. 11(c)): all along the path, the robot
stays sufficiently far from the human and avoids penetrating
his safety bubble; the path deviates towards human’s gaze
direction to ensure the visibility of the object; and for the
last part of the path the object is comfortaby reachable to
the human.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. T-RRT constructed on a 2D costmap (left). The transition test favors
the exploration of low-cost regions, resulting in good-quality paths (right).

2) Local optimization: In order to optimize paths generated by the motion planner, we employ an extension of
the shortcut method. This extension is similar to the original
approach, but the cost of the path is tested together with
collisions and kinematic constraints.
This method reduces the length of the input path while
improving its quality, and usually converges rapidly to a local
minimum (Figure 10).

In this paper we have presented three constraints that
increase the quality of the human-robot interaction in motion planning level. Each one of these constraints, namely
Distance, Visibility and Comfort, represents an important
property related to the position, kinematics and field of
view of the human. A planning method and a transfer point
generation method is also presented and the results of the
overall system is illustrated by an example.
An important aspect of the interaction to take into account
in our perspectives is the motions of the human partner.
While planning for itself, the robot can also plan for the
human in order to find cooperative solutions involving the
robot and the human moving together. This will allow us to
generate plans where the human contributes, thus opening
the door to a wider solution set.
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Fig. 10. A medium-quality path in black is improved red path by the two
local path-optimization methods resulting in the red path. The Shortcut
method (left) converges more quickly to a local minimum, while the
P erturbation method (right) is less local and tends to further improve
the path.

IV. E XAMPLE & R ESULTS
By taking into account the three constraints, the overall
system is able to generate comfortable object transfer positions, and to compute a visible, safe and comfortable robot
paths to move the object to this hand over position. Figure 11
shows a kitchen scenario as a complete illustration by using
all above mentioned models and methods.
In this example, the robot is holding a glass in its hand
while the human is sitting and looking at his left (human
gaze direction is illustrated with a blue line in figure 11(a)).
The goal of the robot is to hand over the object. The final
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